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Abstract
For m “ 3, 4, ..., let λm “ 2 cos pi{m and let Gpλmq be a Hecke group.
Let Jmpm “ 3, 4, ...) be a triangle function for Gpλmq such that, when
normalized appropriately, J3 becomes Klein’s j-invariant jpzq “ 1{e
2piiz`
744`..., and Jmpzq has a Fourier expansion Jmpzq “
ř
8
n“´1
anpmqq
n
m with
qmpzq “ exp 2piiz{λm. Raleigh [12] conjectures that, for each non-negative
integer n, there is a rational function Fnpxq with coefficients in Q such
that anpmq “ Fnpmq{a´1pmq
n. We offer a similar conjecture (involving
polynomials instead of rational functions) for normalizations of the Jm and
extend it to normalizations of other modular forms on the Gpλmq. We use
this to study cusp forms ∆˚m such that ∆
˚
3 pτ q “ ∆pzq “
ř
8
n“1
τ pnqe2piinz
where τ is Ramanujan’s function. The article is concerned with numerical
experiments. The only theorems are quotations from the literature.
1 Introduction
Let us write H˚ for the extension of the upper half plane H by adjoining cusps
at the points on the real axis with rational abscissa and at i8, regarded as
a metric space with the Poincare´ metric. Figures T made by three geodesics
of H˚ are called hyperbolic or circular-arc triangles. Schwarz [15], Lehner [10]
and others studied Schwarz triangle functions, which map hyperbolic triangles
T in the extended upper half z-plane onto the extended upper half w-plane.
Let Gpλmq be the Hecke group Gp2 cosπ{mq. For certain T “ Tm, a triangle
function φλm : T Ñ H
˚ extends to a map Jm : H
˚ Ñ H˚ invariant under
modular transformations from Gpλmq. Suitably normalized, the Jm become
analogues jm of the normalized Klein’s modular invariant
jpzq “ ´1{q ` 744` 196884q` ...
where q “ qpzq “ expp2πizq and j3pzq “ jpzq. With λm “ 2 cosπ{m and
qmpzq “ expp2πiz{λmq, the original Jm have Fourier series Jmpzq “ř
ně´1 anpmqqmpzq
n. Raleigh [12] conjectured that the anpmq are interpolated
by polynomialsRnpxq inQrxs in the sense that anpmq “ m
´2n´2a´1pmq
´nRnpmq.
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Under a certain normalization, the Fourier coefficients of jm appear to interpo-
late polynomials in Qrxs (not rational functions as in Raleigh’s original conjec-
ture); the a´1 factors are not seen either.
The plan of the article is as follows. We sketch the theory of Schwartz triangles;
then, the construction of their triangle functions; from the triangle functions, the
modular functions for the Hecke groups; and, from them, entire modular forms
for these groups. To this point, the article is just a summary of background
material. By methods familiar from the classical case, we then construct mod-
ular forms with rational Fourier expansions and describe experiments on them,
especially on cusp forms, using code adapted from the results of several authors,
in particular, Hecke’s theory.
J. Leo [11], anticipated the author in calculating Fourier expansions of triangle
functions with computers. His code was based on Lehner’s construction. We
based ours on a variant in [12].
2 A glossary
1. The digamma function ψpzq :“ Γ1pzq{Γpzq.
2. The Schwarzian derivative ([6], p. 130, equation 370.8)
tw, zu “
2w1w3 ´ 3w22
2w12
(1)
for w “ wpzq.
3. The Pochhammer symbol
paq0 :“ 1 and, for n ě 1, paqn :“ apa` 1q...pa` n´ 1q “ Γpa` nq{Γpaq.
4. The function
cν “ cνpα, β, γq :“
pαqnpβqν
ν!pγqν
, ν ě 0.
To facilitate comparison with Raleigh’s equation (91) [12], we remark that
cν “
Γpα` νq
Γpαq
¨
Γpβ ` νq
Γpβq
¨
Γp1q
Γp1` νq
¨
Γpγq
Γpγ ` νq
. (2)
In the terms of this article’s Theorem 1 below, Raleigh is treating the case
λ “ 0, for which (equation (6) below) γ “ 1 and the expression on the
right side of (2) becomes, as in Raleigh,
Γpα` νqΓpβ ` νq
ΓpαqΓpβqpν!q2
.
2
5. The function eν given by ([12], equation 9
1)
eν “ eνpα, βq :“
ν´1ÿ
p“0
ˆ
1
α` p
`
1
β ` p
´
2
1` p
˙
.
Here, we are dealing with the same ambiguity present in the definition of
cν : this is a specialization to the case γ “ 1 of the eν for ν ě 1 given by
([6], p. 153, equation 387.5)
eν “ eνpα, β, γq :“
n´1ÿ
p“0
ˆ
1
α` p
`
1
β ` p
´
2
γ ` p
˙
.
Unless it is explicitly indicated to be otherwise, we intend the first (Raleigh’s)
definition.
6. Gauss’s hypergeometric series
F pα, β, γ; τq :“
8ÿ
ν“0
cνpα, β, γqτ
ν .
(F is occasionally written in Carathe´odory as φ1.)
7. With F “ F pα, β, γ; τq, a special function
F˚pα, β, γ; τq :“
BF
Bα
`
BF
Bβ
` 2
BF
Bγ
;
by [6], equation (387.4) on p. 153, F˚ may be written
F˚pα, β, γ; τq “
8ÿ
ν“1
cνpα, β, γqeνpα, β, γqτ
ν .
8. A special function φ˚
2
pτq is defined as a certain limit ([6], p. 152, equation
386.2) but is immediately (equation 386.3) reduced to
φ˚
2
pτq “ F pα, β, 1; τq log τ ` F˚pα, β, 1; τq.
3 Schwarz triangles, triangle functions and Hecke
groups
For our purposes, Schwarz triangles T are hyperbolic triangles in H˚ with cer-
tain restrictions on the angles at the vertices. From a Euclidean point of view,
their sides are vertical rays, segments of vertical rays, semicircles orthogonal
to the real axis and meeting it at points pr, 0q with r rational, or arcs of such
semicircles. We choose λ, µ and ν, all non-negative, such that λ ` µ ` ν ă 1;
then the angles of T are λπ, µπ, and νπ. By reflecting T across one of its edges,
3
we get another Schwarz triangle. The reflection between two triangles in H˚ is
effected by a Mo¨bius transformation, so the orbit of T under repeated reflections
is associated to a collection of Mo¨bius transformations. The group generated
by these transformations is a triangle group M , say. By the Riemann Mapping
Theorem there is a conformal, onto map φ : T ÞÑ H˚ called a triangle function.
Hecke groups [8] are triangle groups M that act properly discontinuously on
H. This means that for compact K Ă H, the set tµ PM s.t.K X µpKq ‰ Hu is
finite. Recall that Gpλmq is the Hecke group generated by the maps τ ÞÑ ´1{τ
and τ ÞÑ τ ` λm. Apparently it was Hecke who, also in [8], established that
Gpλmq has the structure of a free product of cyclic groups C2 ˚Cm, generalizing
the relation [16, 4] SLp2,Zq “ C2 ˚ C3.
Let ρ “ ´ expp´πi{mq “ ´ cospπ{mq ` i sinpπ{mq, and let Tm Ă H
˚ denote
the hyperbolic triangle with vertices ρ, i, and i8. The corresponding angles are
π{m,π{2 and 0 respectively. Let φλm be a triangle function for Tm. The func-
tion φλm has a pole at i8 and period λm. For P,Q P H
˚, let us us write P ”M Q
when µ P M and Q “ µpP q. Then φλm extends to a function Jm : H
˚ Ñ H˚
by declaring that JmpP q “ JmpQq if and only if P ”M Q. Jm is a modular
function for Gpλmq.
4 Calculation of Schwarz’s inverse triangle func-
tion
Schwarz proved
Theorem 1. ([6], §374)
1. Let the half-plane ℑz ą 0 be mapped conformally onto an arbitrary circular-
arc triangle whose angles at its vertices A,B, and C are πλ, πµ, and πν,
and let the vertices A,B,C be the images of the points z “ 0, 1,8, re-
spectively. Then the mapping function wpzq must be a solution of the
third-order differential equation
tw, zu “
1´ λ2
2z2
`
1´ µ2
2p1´ z2q
`
1´ λ2 ´ µ2 ` ν2
2zp1´ zq
. (3)
2. If w0pzq is any solution of equation (3) that satisfies w
1
0
pzq ‰ 0 at all
interior points of the half-plane, then the function
wpzq “
aw0pzq ` b
cw0pzq ` d
pad´ bc ‰ 0q
is likewise a solution of equation 3.
3. Also, every solution of equation (3) that is regular and non-constant in the
half-plane ℑz ą 0 represents a mapping of this half-plane onto a circular-
arc triangle with angles πλ, πµ, and πν.
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In Carathe´odory’s lexicon ([5] p. 124), a regular function is one that is differ-
entiable on an open connected set. Carathe´odory writes the left side of (3) as
“tw, zu “ w
1
w
3
´3w
2
2
w
12
“ ...”, but this is not the case. We infer that tw, zu is
intended from the automorphy property of clause 2.
Let us write
α “
1
2
p1´ λ´ µ` νq, (4)
β “
1
2
p1 ´ λ´ µ´ νq, (5)
and
γ “ 1´ λ. (6)
The solutions w of (3) are inverse to triangle functions; they are quotients of
arbitrary solutions of
u2 ` ppzqu1 ` qpzqu “ 0 (7)
when ([6], p. 136, equation (376.4))
p “
1´ λ
z
´
1´ µ
1´ z
and
q “ ´
αβ
zp1´ zq
.
Equation (7) reduces ([6], p. 137, equations 376.5-7) to the hypergeometric
differential equation
zp1´ zqu2 ` pγ ´ pα ` β ` 1qzqu1 ´ αβu “ 0. (8)
As long as γ is not a non-positive integer, u “ F pα, β, γ; zq is a solution of (8);
it is the only solution regular at z “ 0, and it satisfies F pα, β, γ; 0q “ 1 (final
paragraph of [6], §377, p. 138.)
In [6], §§386-388 (pp. 151-155), we find that when γ “ 1 and λ “ 0, an-
other, linearly independent, solution of equation (7) is φ˚
2
pzq. [6], Section 394,
pp. 165 - 167 is devoted to the case λ “ 0. The mapping function w of Theorem
1 satisfies ([6], p. 166, equation 394.4)
w “
1
πi
„
φ˚
2
φ1
´ p2ψp1q ´ ψp1´ αq ´ ψp1´ βqq

` i
sinπµ
cosπµ` cosπν
. (9)
5 Inversion of Schwarz’s inverse triangle func-
tion
Following Lehner and Raleigh, we consider the Schwarz triangle Tm with ver-
tices at ρ “ ´ expp´πi{mq, i, and i8. In terms of Theorem 1, Tm has λ “ 0
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(an angle 0 at the vertex i8), µ “ 1{2 (an angle π{2 at i), and ν “ 1{m (an
angle π{m at ρ.) In this situation, γ “ 1.
Let Jm be automorphic for Gpλmq with Jmpρq “ 0, Jmpiq “ 1, and Jmpi8q “ 8.
In terms of Theorem 1, w and Jm are inverse functions. We are going to write
down the Fourier expansion of Jm.
By clause 2 of Theorem 1, if w satisfies equations (3) and (9), so does τ “
τpzq “ λmwpzq{2, and therefore
2πiτ{λm “
φ˚
2
φ1
´ p2ψp1q ´ ψp1´ αq ´ ψp1´ βqq ´ π secpπ{mq.
Let us write logAm “ ´2ψp1q`ψp1´αq`ψp1´βq´π secpπ{mq. Recalling the
definitions of φ1 and φ
˚
2
from our glossary items 6 and 8, we find (abbreviating
Jmpτq as Jm) that
2πiτ{λm “ ´ logJm `
F˚pα, β, 1; 1{Jmq
F pα, β, 1; 1{Jmq
` logAm. (10)
Equation (10) is equation (6) of [12], but Raleigh suppresses the subscripts. He
also writes exp 2πiτ{λm as xm, so that (in our earlier notation) xm “ qmpτq.
In Raleigh’s notation, after taking exponentials,
xm{Am “
1
Jm
exp
F˚pα, β, 1; 1{Jmq
F pα, β, 1; 1{Jmq
, (11)
the right side of which has a power series in Jm with rational coefficients. Writing
Xm “ xm{Am we can regard Xm “ XmpJmq as a power series in Jm. Following
[10] and [12], we inverted this power series to obtain one for the modular function
Jm. Let I be a formal operation taking a power series σpvq to its inverse; that
is, if u “ σpvq then v “ I pσqpuq. Let YmpJq be a power series such that
YmpJmq “ Jm exp
F˚pα, β, 1; Jmq
F pα, β, 1; Jmq
“ Xm p1{Jmq
and hence
Ymp1{Jmq “
1
Jm
expm
F˚pα, β, 1; 1{Jmq
F pα, β, 1; 1{Jmq
“ XmpJmq,
so that I pYmqpXmpJqq “ 1{Jm and, therefore, Jm “ 1{I pYmqpXmq.
6 Modular forms from modular functions
When the w-image of H˚ is Tm, the inverse of w is φλm . Jm, the extension by
modularity of φλm to H
˚, is periodic with period λm and maps ρ to 0, i to 1,
6
and i8 to 8 ([10], equation (2).) These mapping properties allow us, following
Berndt’s exposition of Hecke, to construct positive weight modular forms for
Gpλmq from Jm. This section describes results of Hecke that are perhaps most
easily accessible for the classical case in Schoeneberg [14], and, for the general
case, in Berndt [2].
6.1 m “ 3.
By keeping track of the weights, zeros and poles of the constituent factors in
the numerator and denominator of the fraction defining
fa,b,c “
J
1a
JbpJ ´ 1qc
,
Schoeneberg [14] (Theorem 16, p.45) demonstrates that fa,b,c is an entire mod-
ular form of weight 2a for SLp2,Zq if a ě 2, 3c ď a, 3b ď 2a, b ` c ě a and
a, b, c are integers. (Schoeneberg speaks of “dimension ´2a.”) Thus he is able
to write down a weight 4 entire modular form E˚
4
“ f2,1,1 for SLp2,Zq with a
zero of order 1
3
at ρ “ e2pii{3 and a weight 6 entire modular form E˚
6
“ f3,2,1
for SLp2,Zq with a zero of order 1
2
at i. (Schoeneberg writes G˚
4
, G˚
6
.) It is well
known that the (vector space) dimension of the spaces of weight 4 and 6 entire
modular forms for SLp2,Zq is equal to one, so E˚
4
and E˚
6
may be identified
with the usual weight 4 and weight 6 Eisenstein series, up to a normalization.
Finally, Schoeneberg defines the weight 12 cusp form ∆˚ “ E˚3
4
´ E˚2
6
with a
zero of order 1 at i8. It is a multiple of ∆.
6.2 m ě 3.
We quote statements from Berndt [2], which is an exposition of Hecke’s [7] and
other writings. We depart occasionally from Berndt’s choices of variable to
avoid clashes with our earlier notation.
Definition 1. ([2], Definition 2.2) We say that f belongs to the spaceMpλ, k, γq
if
1.
fpτq “
8ÿ
n“0
ane
2piinτ{λ,
where λ ą 0 and τ P H, and
2. fp´1{τq “ γpτ{iqkfpτq, where k ą 0 and γ “ ˘1.
We say that f belongs to the space M0pλ, k, γq if f satisfies conditions (i), (ii),
and if an “ Opn
cq for some real number c, as n tends to 8.
After defining the notion of a fundamental region in the usual way and defining
as Gpλq the group of linear fractional transformations generated by τ ÞÑ ´1{τ
and τ ÞÑ τ ` λ, Berndt states
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Theorem 2. ([2], Theorem 3.1) Let Bpλq “ tτ P H : x ă λ{2, |τ | ą 1u. Then if
λ ě 2 or if λ “ 2 cospπ{mq, where m ě 3 is an integer, Bpλq is a fundamental
region for Gpλq.
Definition 2. ([2], Definition 3.4) Let TA “ tλ : λ “ 2 cospπ{mq,m ě 3,m P
Zu.
Berndt states in his Theorem 5.4 that Gpλq is discrete if and only if λ belongs
to TA. This discreteness is the premise of the theory of automorphic functions
generally. He embeds within the proof of his Lemma 3.1 (which we omit), the
Definition 3. 1. Let τλ denote the intersection in H of the line x “ ´λ{2
and the unit circle |τ | “ 1. (Berndt also remarks on page 35 that τλ is the
lower left corner of Bpλq.)
2. “Letting πθ “ π ´ argpτλq (so that λ “ 2 cos θ) ....”
To characterize Eisenstein series, we need to keep track of some analytical prop-
erties. The next definition summarizes the second paragraph of Berndt’s Chap-
ter 5. (Throughout his Chapter 5, λ ă 2.)
Definition 4. Let f PMpλ, k, γq, f not identically zero.
1. N “ Nf counts the zeros of f on Bpλq with multiplicities.
2. Nf does not count zeros at τλ, τλ ` λ, i or i8.
3. If τ0 P Bpλq, fpτ0q “ 0 and ℜpτ0q “ ´λ{2, then fpτ0 ` λq “ 0 and Nf
counts only one of the two zeros.
4. If τ0 P Bpλq, fpτ0q “ 0, and |τ0| “ 1, then, fp´1{τ0q “ 0, and Nf counts
only one of these two zeros.
5. The numbers nλ, ni, and n8 are the orders of the zeros of f at τλ, i and
i8, repectively. The order n8 is measured in terms of expp2πiτ{λq.
The multiplier γ is given by
Theorem 3. ([2], Corollary 5.2) Let f P Mpλ, k, γq and let ni be the order of
the zero of f at τ “ i. Then
γ “ p´1qni .
The next two results tell us that the only nontrivial case in this theory is the
one that we are interested in.
Theorem 4. ([2], Lemma 5.1) If dimMpλ, k, γq ‰ 0,
Nf ` n8 `
1
2
ni `
nλ
m
“
1
2
k
ˆ
1
2
´ θ
˙
.
By Berndt’s equation (5.16), if m ě 3 then the right side can be written as
kpm´ 2q{4m.
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Theorem 5. ([2], Theorem 5.2) If dimMpλ, k, γq ‰ 0, then θ “ 1{m where
m ě 3 and m P Z.
We are concerned with λ P TA. This makes λ ă 2 as in all the results of Berndt’s
Chapter 5.
One estimate for dimMpλ, k, γq is
Theorem 6. ([2], Theorem 5.6) If λ R TA, then dimMpλ, k, γq “ 0. If λ “
2 cospπ{mq P TA, then for nontrivial f PMpλ, k, γq, the weight k has the form
k “
4h
m´ 2
` 1´ γ,
where h ě 1 is an integer. Furthermore,
dimMpλ, k, γq “ 1`
Z
h` pγ ´ 1q{2
m
^
.
Eliminating h, we find that
dimMpλ, k, γq “ 1`
Z
k
ˆ
1
4
´
1
2m
˙
`
γ
4
´
1
4
^
. (12)
Berndt ([2], Remark 5.3) proves that the dimension formula above holds also
when h “ 0.
The existence of certain modular forms is provided by
Theorem 7. ([2], Theorem 5.5) Let λ P TA. Then there exist functions fλ, fi,
and f8 P Mpλ, k, γq such that each has a simple zero at τλ, i, and i8, re-
spectively, and no other zeros. Here, γ is given by [this article’s Theorem 3],
and k is determined in each case from [Theorem 4 of this article]. Thus, fλ P
Mpλ, 4{pm´ 2q, 1q, fi PMpλ, 2m{pm´ 2q,´1q, and f8 PMpλ, 4m{pm´ 2q, 1q.
Remark 1. ([2], pages 47-48) By the Riemann mapping theorem there exists
a function gpτq that maps the simply connected region Bpλq one-to-one and
conformally onto H. If we require that gpτλq “ 0, gpiq “ 1, and gpi8q “ 8,
then g is determined uniquely.
Now we can write down fλ, fi, and f8 explicitly. The next theorem is extracted
from the proof of Theorem 7. fλ and fi correspond to Eisenstein series and f8
to a cusp form. In our code, we take g to be a normalized form of Jm.
Theorem 8. ([2], page 50)
fλpτq “
"
g1pτq2
gpτqpgpτq ´ 1q
*1{pm´2q
,
fipτq “
"
g1pτqm
gpτqm´1pgpτq ´ 1q
*1{pm´2q
,
9
and
f8pτq “
"
g1pτq2m
gpτq2m´2pgpτq ´ 1qm
*1{pm´2q
.
In our applications to Lehmer’s problem, we will be interested in the dimensions
of the weight 12 cusp spaces for λ “ λm “ 2 cosπ{m.
Definition 5. ([2], Definition 5.2) If f P Mpλ, k, γq and fpi8q “ 0, then we
call f a cusp form of weight k and multiplier γ with respect to Gpλq. We denote
by Cpλ, k, γq the vector space of all cusp forms of this kind.
Remark 2. ([2], equation (5.25))
dimCpλ, k, γq ě dimMpλ, k, γq ´ 1.
Remark 3. In view of (i) Theorem 6, (ii) equation (12), (iii) Remark 2, and
(iv) the fact that γ “ ˘1, we see that dimCpλm, 12, γq ą 1 when m is greater
than or equal to 12.
7 Normalizations
In this section we write down normalizations of the functions from Theorem 8
such that, at m “ 3, the normalizations reduce to corresponding functions in
the classical theory, namely (in Serre’s notation [16]), j, E2, E3, and ∆— Klein’s
invariant, the weight 4 and weight 6 Eisenstein series, and the normalized dis-
criminant ∆. Also, the coefficients of their Fourier expansions should be rational
numbers, but this we have verified only experimentally. For simplicity, we will
abuse our notation and write fpqmq for functions fpzq with Fourier expansions
fpzq “
ř
cnqmpzq
n. Let us also write WmpXmq for the series 1{I pYmqpXmq in
the last equation of section 5.
The section 5 parameter A3 “ 1{1728 “ 1{p2
633q and J3pτq “ W3pX3q “
W3px3{A3q “ W3p1728x3q “ W3p2
633q
3
pτqq. The Fourier expansion of J3 and
that of the Klein j-invariant agree, but if m ‰ 3, 4, or 6, the Fourier expansion
of Jm has irrational coefficients because the residue a´1 of Jmpqmq is transcen-
dental if m ‰ 3, 4 or 6, ([17], according to [11]) and
a´1 “ Am. (13)
This equation can be justified by reference to Raleigh, but that author does, it
seems, commit a sign error in his equation (10), which it is necessary to com-
pare to his equation (I) to conclude that our equation (13) is true. The same
comparison indicates the sign error, because in (I) the signs of π secpπ{mq and
2ψp1q disagree, whereas they agree in Raleigh’s equation (10).
Therefore, following [11], we set
jmpxq :“Wmp2
6m3xmq{Bm,
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where Bm is the coefficient of 1{xm in the seriesWmp2
6m3xmq; by construction,
Bm “ 2
´6m´3. Corresponding to fλ, we set
H4,mpτq :“
"
j1mpτq
2
jmpτqpjmpτq ´ 26m3q
*1{pm´2q
.
Let
K6,mpτq :“
"
j1mpτq
m
jmpτqm´1pjmpτq ´ 26m3q
*1{pm´2q
.
We set H6,m :“ K6,m{ǫ where ǫ “ e
ipi{pm´2q or 1, depending on whether m is
odd or even, respectively.
Corresponding to f8, we set
∆‹pτq “
"
j1mpτq
2m
jmpτq2m´2pjmpτq ´ 26m3qm
*1{pm´2q
.
Finally, we set ∆:m “ H
3
4,m´H
2
6,m and ∆
˛
m “ H
3
4,m{jm. Because J
1
3 is a weight-
2 modular function ([14], p.44), and the weight-4 and weight-6 spaces and the
weight-12 cusp space are one-dimensional when m “ 3, the desired property
follows after checking the first few terms of the Fourier expansions at issue.
8 Interpolation by polynomials of the Fourier
coefficients of normalized modular forms and
functions for Hecke groups
Let
Jmpzq “
8ÿ
n“´1
anpmqqmpzq
n.
For integers m ě 3 Raleigh [12] showed that
a´1pmq “ exppπ secpπ{mq ´ 2ψp1q ` ψp1{4` 1{p2mqq ` ψp1{4´ 1{p2mqq
and that, for n “ 0, 1, 2, 3, anpmq “ m
´2n´2a´1pmq
´nRnpmq where Rnpxq is a
polynomial with rational coefficients and degree 2n ` 2. He conjectured that
similar relations exist among the an for all positive n.
We made numerical studies to explore how this conjecture might extend to the
jm. We computed the Fourier expansions of jm “ 1{qm `
ř
ně0 cnpmqq
n
m to or-
der 23 and used Mathematica functions to generate polynomials rn (not merely
rational functions) with rational coefficients which, we conjecture, interpolate
the sequences tcnp3q, cnp4q, ...uq. This procedure has obvious drawbacks. We
cannot rebut the objection that counter-examples might lurk beyond the range
of our observations, or that any data can be made to fit some polynomial or
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other. On the other hand, the polynomials we will mention exhibit regularities
which may improve the credibility of the following conjectures. Mathematica
notebooks and associated data files are here [3].
Conjecture 1. For each integer n greater than ´2, there exists a polynomial
rnpxq P Qrxs that satisfies the relation cnpmq “ rnpmq for m “ 3, 4, ..., with
r´1pxq ” 1, r0pxq “ 8xp3x
2 ` 4q, and r1pxq “ 4x
2p69x4 ´ 8x2 ´ 48q. For n
greater than one, rnpxq “ px´2qpx`2qx
n`1pnpxq where pnpxq is an irreducible
polynomial over Q of degree 2n.
Conjecture 1 implies that for all integersm greater than or equal to three, rnpmq
is nonzero, and therefore that
Conjecture 2. For each fixed n greater than or equal to ´1 and all integers m
greater than or equal to three, cnpmq is nonzero.
Conjecture 3. (i) If rnpρq “ 0 and ρ ‰ ˘2, then
|ρ| ď n. (14)
(ii) Consequently (even supposing that conjecture 2 is false), if n ě 0 and m ą
maxpn, 2q then cnpmq ‰ 0.
(iii) For each n, there is a closed curve Pn symmetric about both axes in the
complex plane, such that the roots of rn lie on Pn or on one of the axes. Exactly
two non-zero roots of rn are imaginary. Pn has exactly one self-intersection, at
zero.
Perhaps the bound in (14) can be improved; 1
3
ˆ the maximum modulus among
the roots of p3 is less than 0.86 and, for n greater than or equal to three, the
maximum ratio |ρ|{n among the roots of pn appears to decrease monotonically.
It is already known that, for all integers n ě ´1, cnp3q is positive. (See, for
example, page 199 in [13].)
Conjecture 4. The function H4,m has a Fourier expansion
H4,mpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
βnpmqqmpzq
n.
For each n there is a polynomial Bnpxq with rational coefficients such that (i)
βnpmq “ Bnpmq for m “ 3, 4, ...., (ii) B0pxq ” 1 identically, (iii) B1pxq “
16x2 ` 32x, (iv) and, for n larger than one, Bnpxq “ px
2 ´ 4qxnbnpxq where
bnpxq is a polynomial of degree 2n´ 3.
Conjecture 5. The function H6,m has a Fourier expansion
H6,mpzq “
8ÿ
n“0
γnpmqqmpzq
n.
For each n there is a polynomial Cnpxq such that (i) γnpmq “ Cnpmq for m “
3, 4, ...., (ii) C0pxq ” 1 identically, (iii) C1pxq “ ´8x
2p3x ´ 2q, (iv) and, for n
larger than one, Cnpxq “ px´2qp3x´2qx
n`1dnpxq where dnpxq is a polynomial,
irreducible over Q, of degree 2n´ 3.
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Let ∆ be usual normalized discriminant, a weight 12 cusp form for SLp2,Zq “
Gpλ3q with integer coefficients. Its Fourier expansion is written
∆pzq “
8ÿ
n“1
τpnqqn
where q “ e2piiz and τpnq is Ramanujan’s function. Whether or not the equation
τpnq “ 0 has any solutions is an open question [9]. (Recently, Balakrishnan,
Craig, and Ono [1] ruled out ˘1,˘3,˘5,˘7, and ˘691 from membership in the
image of Ramanujan’s function.)
Conjecture 6. 1. Let ∆m “ ∆
‹
m,∆
:
m or ∆
˛
m and let the Fourier expansion of
∆mpzq be
∆mpzq “
8ÿ
n“1
τmpnqq
n
m.
where τm “ τ
˚
m, τ
:
m or τ
˛
m respectively. Then there is a set of polynomials
Tn “ T
‹
n , T
:
n, or T
˛
n, respectively, with coefficients in Q such that τmpnq “ Tnpmq
for each m “ 3, 4, ....
2. T ‹1 pxq ” 1 identically, and, if n ą 1, then T
‹
npxq “ px ´ 2q
2xn´1t‹npxq,
where t‹npxq is an irreducible polynomial over Q of degree 2n´ 4.
3. (i) T :
1
pxq “ 16xp3x2 ` x` 6q.
(ii) T :
2
pxq “ ´16x2p39x4 ´ 95x3 ` 66x2 ´ 260x´ 120q.
(iii) T :
3
pxq “
64x3p189x6 ´ 3021x5 ` 9574x4 ´ 12520x3 ` 19136x2 ´ 2960x´ 2208q{9.
(iv) If n ą 3, then T :npxq “ px ´ 2qx
nt:npxq, where t
:
npxq is an irreducible poly-
nomial over Q of degree 2n´ 1.
4. (i) T ˛
1
pxq, T ˛
2
pxq, and T ˛
3
pxq are irreducible polynomials over Q of degrees
3, 6, and 9, respectively.
(ii) If n is greater than 2, T ˛
1
pxq “ px ´ 2qt˛npxq, where t
˛
npxq is an irreducible
polynomial over Q of degree 3n´ 1.
Conjecture 7. None of the Tnpxq takes an integer greater than two to zero;
consequently, none of the τm vanish for m “ 3, 4, ....
Obviously, one basis of conjecture 7 is conjecture 6, but it is also a consequence
of the following
Conjecture 8. For Tn “ T
˛
npxq, T
˛
npxq, or T
˛
npxq, for each positive integer n,
and for each integer m greater than two, let the minimum distance from m of any
root of Tn be denoted as dpm,nq. For fixed n, dpm,nq is never zero and decays
exponentially as n increases. If m is greater than three, then dpm,nq ą dp3, nq.
(We note, however, that for T “ T ‹ and n “ 1, the interpolating polynomial is
identically equal to one and the corresponding root set is therefore empty.)
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